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~~~DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE
-—7

Built in Ip62 by Peter_^a_utejdbaclc. (later Louderback) ,_Seven
Stars Tavern is a 2 I72^story brick dwelling. The facade, rear,
and one side wall all exhibit Flemish bond brickwork with glazed
headers. The other side wall (southern) has common bond brickwork
with the initials "P L E" and the date "1762" in glazed headers.
The initials stand for Peter and Elizabeth Louderback. The north
wall also has a date plaque so that the date is visible on two sides.
The house has a stone foundation, two inside and chimneys, brick hoodmolds over the windows, and a small first floor window that permitting
coachmen to be served from the bar without dismounting.
The interior floor plan strongly suggests that the building was
orignjially constructed as a public house rather than as a private
resiaence. The house has a center hall plan with the bar on the south
side and two 12* by 14* parlors on the north side. The taproom contains
a corner bar, coachman's window, dining area, and a large fireplace with
its original mantle. The two parlors each contain a fireplace. These
two mantles have reeded pilasters and are surrounded by paneling. The
second floor contains five rooms, three of which retain their original
mantles. These mantles are all surrounded by paneling with built-in
shelves along the upper portion of the paneling (all original). The
attic is a single large room that exposes the mortised and pinned rafters
at the ridge. A wooden tube extends from the attic to the cellar and
was used by patrons to call their orders down to the innkeeper.
The house has its original random width floorboards throughout the
first two floors. The original attic floors were used in 1940 to replace
rotted floorboards on the first two floors. Many of the windows are
original as is evidenced by the sash arrangement of 12 lights over 12
lights and the wide (1 1/4 to 1/2") muntin bars. The interior also
contains several original 6 panel doors with their H-L hinges.
Alterations to the house include the addition of a one story brick
wing to the south side. This was added ljy_JIathajaiel Robbins in approximately 1805. During the 1940's, a modern frame kitchen was attached to
thiS- portion of the house. Further alterations were made by Royal B.
Hassrick (the architect being William Tabs). These changes included ~
replacing rotted floorboards on the first two floors, replastering where
necessary, the addition of chair-rails, the removal of one nineteenth
century mantle, and the installation of modern plumbing.
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The Seven Stars Tavern has significance in several areas. The
areas of greatest significance, however, is architecture in that
Seven Stars has importance in this category that transcends the
local level.
ARCHITECTURE: Seven Stars is architecturally significant in
that certain characteristics pertaining to the patterned brickwork
first made their appearance on this structure. The house was the
first to attempt to combine a gable design with double attic windows.
It was also the first time in Salem County that the date was lifted
to the level of the top initial and split by it. Furthermore, the
house is the only one in the County to have a date plaque _on one
site and the date and initials in glazed headers on the'other.
In addition to its unique features, Seven Stars has several
architectural characteristics that were found in various eighteenth
century public buildings, many of which, however, no longer exist or
have been altered beyond recognition. The tube running from the attic
to the cellar (which permitted patrons to place orders with the innkeeper),
the coachman's window to permit curb service, the corner bar with an
open space for small tavern tables, and the paneling around the mantles
were all characteristic of early American taverns.
MILITARY: The Seven Stars Tavern also has local significance for
its relationship to Revolutionary events. _John J^ouderback, a son of
Peter's, lived in the Tavern during the ReVolutionafy War and obtained
a local reputation as a fervent patriot. On various occasions he provided
local regiments with food and information. For these activities, the
British placed a price on his head. On one occasion in 1778, a small
British party raided the tavern in search of Peter. He had, however,
received advance warning and managed to escape with his family.
OTHER: SOCIAL HISTORY. The Seven Stars Tavern also has local
significance as a tavern and public facility and because of the folklore that has persisted about the building. Located on the intersection
of the public road to Philadelphia and two other public roads, the
tavern has apparently serviced the vicinity for several decades. Because
of its location, the tavern served as a resting place, polling spot, and
a center for political gatherings. With the absence of newspapers or
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other means of communications, both area residents and travellers
frequently relied on the Seven Stars Tavern as a source of the latest
news and as a source of fraternal companionship.
The tavern has also become the focus of several ghost stories.
In his Old Inns and Taverns of West Jersey, Charles S. Boyer states
that "probably more ghost stories are woven around the old Seven
Stars Tavern than any similar building in the state." At least three
separate tales persist about the tavern. One of the legends attributes
the ghost to Peter Louderback who is keeping watch over his buried
treasure. Another tells of the tavern being haunted by a river pirate
whose head was twisted around by the Devil after a visit to the tavern.
The final story, which may have been an actual occurrance, claims that
the tavern is haunted by a local Tory alleged to have been hanged from
a third floor window in the tavern.
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